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Abstract—In state of the art systems, workload scheduling
and server fan speed operate independently leading to cooling
inefficiencies. In this work we propose GentleCool, a proactive
multi-tier approach for significantly lowering the fan cooling costs
without compromising the performance. Our technique manages
the fan speed through intelligently allocating the workload across
different machines. The experimental results show our approach
delivers average cooling energy savings of 72% and improves
the mean time between failures (MTBF) of the fans by 2.3X
compared to the state of the art.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Effective management of cooling is critical in modern
data centers and enterprise servers. High temperature has a
significant negative impact on reliability and leakage power as
both depend exponentially on temperature [3]. Cooling costs
of data centers are in the range of millions of dollars [4]. A
forced convection method is typically used in high-end-servers
to remove the excess heat. According to [5], fan power can
reach up to 51% of the overall server power budget. As the
CPU power density escalates, the air flow rate must increase
by raising the fan speed. Unfortunately, maintaining high rate
of air flow requires dissipating a substantial amount of power
due to the cubic relationship between fan power and its speed
[6]. Lowering fan speed has additional advantage of improving
the fan lifetime. The results in [8] show that a 35% reduction
in fan speed improves the fan lifetime by a factor of two.
Current data centers leverage virtualization to enhance fault
and performance isolation, improve system manageability and
reduce infrastructure cost [16]. Virtualization provides an
opportunity to significantly improve utilization and efficiency
of the resources by clustering the workload into as few servers
as possible and shutting down the rest [20]. This leads to both
significant energy savings due to powering less servers and to a
large utilization increase on the remaining servers. However,
this also dramatically increases chances of creating thermal
hotspots in the system.
Modern job schedulers do not consider either thermal/cooling characteristics of the machines, or the inherent
power characteristics of the workload running on the system.
We propose a scheduling framework called GentleCool, a
proactive multi-tier approach for significantly lowering the fan
cooling costs in highly utilized systems through intelligently
allocating the workload across different physical machines
(PMs). GentleCool reassigns the workload at the virtual
machine (VM) level as well as the CPU socket level. Our
scheduling algorithm has two phases, spreading followed by

refinement. The spreading phase lowers speeds of the fans
through balancing the power density among the PMs/CPU,
leading to cubic savings in power needed to spin up the fans.
The refinement phase tries to maximize the use of fast fans
by placing additional hot VMs/threads into those sockets and
unloading from them less active threads while maintaining a
similar total power, thus further reducing the cooling costs. To
estimate the benefits of workload reassignment, we developed
a novel cooling cost predictor that requires no runtime adaptations and can be employed at negligible cost. Our results
show that GentleCool is able to achieve significant reductions
in cooling power (72%) and MTBF (2.3X) compared to the
state of the art scheduling policies.
II. R ELATED WORK
Recently, a few fan control algorithms are suggested which
operate based on closed loop fan control algorithms that
change the fan speed based on the current reading of the
thermal sensors [12]. The research in [10] suggests an optimal
fan speed mechanism for the blade servers. The optimal speed
is determined through convex optimization. A class of techniques has been suggested to improve the cooling efficiency in
the data centers by minimizing airflow recirculation through
the use of workload scheduling [13], [14]. However, these
techniques did not consider the effect of scheduling on the
server cooling costs. In [6], [15] methodologies are proposed
for modeling the convection thermal resistance between the
heat sink and ambient temperature as a function of the air flow
rate, which we use here. In [16], an approach is presented for
lowering the system energy costs in virtualized environments
through focusing on the CPU power by running the system as
fast as possible and then placing it in an idle mode. However,
it does not consider the cooling costs. An interesting aspect
of this work is a framework for characterizing the VMs at run
time, which we leverage in this work.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on cooling aware dynamic workload scheduling at both the machine
level as well as the socket level. The primary contributions of
our work can be summarized as: 1) We propose a new multitier cooling aware dynamic workload scheduling algorithm
which significantly reduces the cooling costs by controlling
workload scheduling. 2) We develop a predictor for the fan
power costs which doesn’t need runtime adaptation and can
be derived only based on the system characteristics.
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III. C OOLING AWARE HIERARCHICAL WORKLOAD
A. Motivation

SCHEDULING

Energy of cooling subsystems could be reduced by intelligently distributing the workload across the physical machines
as well as among each machine’s sockets to manage the fan
speeds. To illustrate this, we use two machines, each with
two quad core sockets with two fans per socket. Two types
of threads are executing, one highly active that consumes
14 Watts, and the other moderately active with 9.5 Watts.
Temperature threshold is 85 o C, and ambient temperature is set
to 42o C. For thermal simulation, we use HotSpot [17], which
we have extended to include the cooling model as described
shortly in subsection C. Figure 1 shows the impact of workload
assignment on cooling cost savings at the socket level. The left
part of the figure shows the thread assignments by state of the
art schedulers while the right part shows their assignments by
GentleCool. At the top of this figure we show how to save the
cooling cost when there is a big imbalance in the total power
across the sockets. For such cases, the efficient solution is to
balance power across the sockets. The savings are substantial
and reach 60%. We call this spreading. In the second scenario,
the air flow rate of socket 1 in the original assignment is about
twice of that of socket 2. To minimize the cooling costs we
can migrate the hot thread from socket 2 to 1 and migrate
the two moderate threads from socket 1 to socket 2. The new
assignment lowers the heat in socket 1 since the total socket
power is reduced by 5 Watts while maintaining the maximum
power at the same level. The savings are significant and reach
67%. We denote this class of reassignments as refinement. We
further extend these concepts to the machine level through
VM migration to enhance the cooling savings particularly in
the cases where the socket level rescheduling is not beneficial.
Figure 2 shows two cases, one for employing spreading and
the other for refinement. In summary, scheduling the workload
is an effective way to minimize the cooling energy.
B. Scheduling framework
The proposed framework is based on a multi-tier design
where the top level reschedules the VMs across the available
PMs while the lower level reschedules the threads among the
CPU sockets. The objective is to reduce the total cooling cost

of the system. The framework in [16] is used to characterize
the VMs and their threads at runtime. The period for VM
level rescheduling is in the order of minutes to incur minimal
overhead on the system network while thread rescheduling at
socket level is done at periods in the order of few seconds.
The cooling cost of the system is equal to the sum of
cooling costs of its PMs, where the cost of each PM is
proportional to the sum of the cubes of its fans’ speeds. The
fan speed of a socket depends on both the total socket power
and the maximum power consumed by a core, as will be
explained later. Therefore, to lower the heat we can minimize
the maximum power, reduce the total power or both. To
minimize cooling energy it is desirable to keep the fan speeds
as low as possible. In order to do so, first the VMs are spread
across different PMs in order to balance the power density and
reduce the socket temperatures and their fan speeds. At this
point, refinement is performed to further reduce the fans speed.
The refinement phase lowers the cooling cost by focusing the
workload on a smaller set of the fans (higher speed ones)
while keeping their speed in a similar range. This is achieved
by consolidating more hot workload into the sockets that are
associated with those fans and unloading from them multiple
moderately active workload to maintain similar total power.
The evaluation of potential cooling savings is performed
by a predictor whose inputs are the power characteristics
of the workload and the ambient temperature map of the
PMs. The information required for predictions is periodically
collected from the PMs and aggregated at the VM manager
for VM rescheduling and at the hypervisor for the socket
rescheduling. Algorithm 1 illustrates spreading at the VM
level. The refinement phase operates in a similar manner,
with the only difference that the destP M is the PM with the
highest CoolingCost and srcP M is the PM with the second
highest CoolingCost. The spreading and refinement at the
thread level follow the same algorithms, with the difference
that PMs and VMs are replaced by sockets and threads in the
socket level algorithm respectively.
Algorithm 1 VM level spreading
1: while not all VMs are marked do
2:
srcP M ⇐ pick the PM with the highest CoolingCost
3:
destP M ⇐ pick the PM with the lowest CoolingCost
4:
while (not all VMs of srcP M are marked) do
5:
V M1 ⇐ the highest power unmarked VM of srcP M
6:
V M2 ⇐ the highest power unmarked VM of destP M
7:
V M3 ⇐ the second highest power unmarked VM of destP M
8:
evaluate the CoolingCosts when these migrations are done:
9:
migrating V M1 to destP M
10:
migrating V M1 to destP M and V M2 to srcP M
11:
migrating V M1 to destP M and {V M2 + V M3} to srcP M
12:
if (any new CoolingCost is lower than current CoolingCost) then
13:
do the migration resulting in the lowest CoolingCost
14:
mark the migrated VMs
15:
end if
16:
end while
17: end while

C. Cooling cost predictor
Figure 3 shows the thermal model of a single socket
incorporating both the ambient temperature, Tamb , and the
convective resistance, Rconv . The lateral thermal flow between
the socket’s cores is ignored due to the high ratio of the core
area to the die thickness [11]. Rv is the die component’s
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Tambient

vertical thermal resistance including the thermal interface
resistance. Rhs represents the sum of heat spreader and the
heat sink resistances. To simplify the modeling of multiple
sockets, the heat path between the individual sockets can
be safely neglected since there is no effective conductive or
convective heat path between them as they are typically placed
apart in the motherboard. The convective resistance can be
1
where A is the heat sink area and h
computed as Rconv = hA
is the convective heat transfer coefficient. The value of h can
be computed as h(V ) ∝ V α where V is the air flow rate and
α is constant in the range of (0.8-1.0). The cost of changing
the convective resistance can be estimated based on the cubic
Rconv1 3
F2
α
relation between fan speed and power as P
P F1 = ( Rconv2 )
where P F1 and P F2 represent the fan power dissipation at
Rconv1 and Rconv2 respectively.
To design a low cost runtime predictor we utilize the fact
that the heat sink represents a low pass filter with a very
narrow bandwidth (range of 0.01 Hz since the heat sink time
constant is in the order of tens of seconds) which allows
only the average power to pass that is typically highly stable
over a period of seconds. As a result, we can do steady-state
analysis to allow for far prediction of the heat sink temperature
while not compromising accuracy, an issue that is essential
particularly for the machine level rescheduling events since
they happen over periods of minutes. The predicted value of
new
, that is required to calculate
the convective resistance, Rconv
the new air flow can be computed as follows:
Tc − Tamb − Pmax Rcore

m

j=1

Pj

− Rhs

(1)

where Tc is the critical temperature threshold. P is the
power dissipation of the individual components. A new method
is developed to estimate the core power based on the temperature readings of their thermal sensors. The temperature
is used since it reflects the density of both dynamic and
leakage power. The temperature is averaged over the socket
rescheduling period. The power of the individual cores, Pi ,
can be estimated as: 
Pi =

βi Ti + (

Δij
N
(Rhs
j=1 Rcore

+ Rcur
conv )) − Θ

Rcore + N (Rhs + Rcur
conv )

Standard deviation (W)
0.7
2.1
0.3
0.2
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Steady-state single socket thermal modeling

Rnew
conv =

Avg. power (W)
6.7
9.0
13.4
14.5

(2)

where Til is core thermal sensor reading, Δij = (βi Ti −
cur
is the current convective resistance, β is a
βj Tj ), Rconv
factor to convert the thermal sensor readings of the core
to its average temperature (can be estimated at the design
time), and N is the number of cores in the die. The value
cur
) corresponds to the contribution
of Θ = Pextra (Rhs + Rconv
of L2 cache and the interconnect between the cores to the
heat sink temperature. The power of these components, Pextra ,
can be estimated using the access frequency (estimated using
processor performance counters) multiplied by the power
of each access since they are highly regular. The power

VM assignment: PM1 to 4
1: PM1(3perl + 2bzip2), PM2=PM1, PM3(3gcc + 2mcf ), PM4 = PM3
2: PM1(3perl + 2bzip2), PM2=PM1, PM3(3gcc + 2mcf ), PM4 = PM3
3: PM1(4perl + 4bzip2), PM2=PM1, PM3(4gcc + 4mcf ), PM4=PM3
4: PM1(4perl + 4bzip2), PM2=PM1, PM3(4gcc + 4mcf ), PM4=PM3
5: PM1(2perl + 4gcc + 2mcf), PM2(2perl + 4gcc), PM3 = PM1, PM4 = PM2
6: PM1(2perl + 6gcc), PM2=PM3=PM4=PM1

Ambient temp. o C
PM1 to 4
41 each
43 each
43 each
45,41,38,41
43 each
43 each

of each access can be estimated during the design time.
new
, can be estimated as
The predicted cooling power, Pcp
cur
3
Rconv
new
cur
new
Pcp = ( Rnew ) α Pcp , where Pcp is the current cooling
conv
power. The average prediction accuracy across the set of the
benchmarks used in our results section is in the range of 5%
which is good enough for our approach.
IV. R ESULTS
To evaluate our algorithm we use four 45nm Intel Quad
Core dual socket Xeon E5440 servers. These machines run
Xen3.3.1 and use Xeno-Linux 2.6.18 for Domain 0. To estimate the core power we inserted current sensors in the power
connector of each socket and collected the data using data
acquisition system. These power values were then used to
estimate the temperature using the HotSpot simulator [17] and
the layout in [18].
Our algorithm, GentleCool, initiates VM rescheduling every
10 minutes and socket-level thread rescheduling every 5 seconds. A live migration scheme is used to migrate the VMs
at a minimal cost [9]. GentleCool is compared to a state
of the art baseline policy that implements VM and socket
level scheduling. At the VM level Eucalyptus VM scheduler
is emulated that assigns VMs using a greedy algorithm. At
the socket level scheduling we emulate typical dynamic load
balancing policy that balances the running threads across the
CPU sockets as well as the socket cores as part of the base line
policy. We use a closed loop feedback controller for the fan
control that adjusts the fan speed based on the thermal sensors
readings. The critical temperature is set to 85 o C. Quad Core
Xeon E5440 package characteristics have been used in thermal
simulation [15]. Two fans are associated with each socket that
can provide max air flow of 53.4 CFM at max power of 29.4
Watts [19].
Benchmarks from the SPEC2000 suite have been used as
workloads (see Table I). A set of benchmarks are selected
that exhibit various levels of power intensity to represent real
life applications. Each benchmark is run till the end and
then repeated to construct a half-hour worth of execution.
To construct the workload, we select VMs (see table II) that
exhibit different power intensities and are combined in various
ways.
Cooling savings: Figure 4 shows the cooling power savings
of applying GentleCool over the baseline policy. As the results
clearly show, applying GentleCool results in significant energy
savings; the average improvement is 72%. The savings in the
case of workloads 1, 2, 3, 4 come from swapping the hot
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VMs with colder ones, spreading the hot VMs, followed by
socket level spreading. For example, the savings in the case
of workload 3 comes from swapping {4perl} VM/PM1 with
{4gcc}VM/PM3 and also swapping {4perl} VM/PM2 with
{4gcc}VM/PM4 since the fans in machine 1 and 2 run at the
highest speed while the fans in machine 3, 4 run at very low
speed due to the difference in the VMs induced power on the
CPU sockets. The socket level rescheduling would follow to
ensure a balance between the high and low activity threads
with lower activity in each socket. The rescheduling in the
case of workload 4 is different form the case of workload 3
due to the variations in the ambient temperature across the
machines, even though the machines run the same workload
in both cases. In this case, our GentleCool algorithm swaps
the workload between the first and third PM since machine 3
has a low ambient temperature. It also swaps {4perl} VM/PM
2 with {4gcc}VM/PM4 as before. The savings in the case of
workload 5 come from consolidating the VMs with high power
density. GentleCool swaps the {2perl}/PM2 with {4gcc}/PM1
and then distributes one instance of perl to each socket. Similar
rescheduling occurs between PM3 and PM4. For the case of
workload 6, the savings are achieved by consolidating the hot
threads within the sockets.
System power savings: To quantify the significance of our
approach we evaluate the total savings including the CPU
sockets power since the CPU is the primary component in the
active power since the two sockets can draw up to 120+ Watts
under intensive workload. Figure 5 shows the total savings
with accounting the CPU power cost. The results show that
the savings are appreciable; the average improvement is 16%.
The savings in the case of workload 5 is the highest due to the
large reduction in the fan power and the moderate CPU power
in this case. The savings in the case of workload 1 is in the
lower side since the fans original power before improvement
was in the moderate range.
Fan reliability: The fan reliability results are obtained based
on the model suggested in [8] that uses the fan speed reduction
as a metric for extracting the MTBF. The results in Figure 6
show the MTBF improvement; the average enhancement is
235%. The improvements in the cases of workload 1, 3 are
high since the drop in the fan speed.
Overhead: The overhead of running the GentleCool at
the VM level is in the range of few tenths of milliseconds
depending on the number of the machines in the system. This
cost is negligible since this algorithm runs once every 10
minutes. The runtime of the socket level algorithm is in the
range of few milliseconds, which allows it to run at a finer
granularity (once every few seconds) on the same machine.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a new workload scheduling
technique to minimize the overall energy costs in multimachine/multi-socket CPU platforms. Our algorithm incorporates continuous temperature measurements, workload characterization and cooling cost estimation to guide allocation of the
workload in a thermally aware manner. GentleCool achieves
cooling savings through spreading and refinement of the hot
VMs/threads depending on the system’s current thermal state.
Our results show that GentleCool algorithm achieves cooling
savings of 72% concurrently with improving the MTBF of
fans by a factor of 2.35.
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